
SCP-AC Meeting

2023-09-18, Monday

2-3PM

Join Zoom Meeting

https://uci.zoom.us/j/98362834394?from=addon

Meeting ID: 983 6283 4394

One tap mobile

+16694449171,,98362834394# US

+16699006833,,98362834394# US (San Jose)

TJ Kao (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA), Sarah Sheets (UCM), Shi Deng

(UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Cat Lu (UCSF), Marcia Barrett

(UCSC), Liz Miraglia (UCSD)

Absent: Catherine Busselen (UCSB), Yoko Kudo (UCR), Jason Dezember (UCB)

Recorder: Marcia

Announcements (All)

UCSD: We have a Spanish language metadata specialist working in Books & Serials and Special

Collections and an Intern who is working in e-resources and will be doing some extensive edits

for our DOAJ this year

Updates from SILS Operations Groups

Resource Management

● Met with Gem and Alison (along with TJ, Liz, and Ryan) to test out WCU “New” and

“Merges” files in the sandbox. Seemed to go really well. It would be good for campuses

to come up with a way to review the first several files when this is implemented in

production.

● Have been drafting campus ETD procedures to document local practices. Still discussing

feedback and changes, plus opportunities for harmonization

https://uci.zoom.us/j/98362834394?from=addon
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1lzQxfWz3EbRm2D7z2KHYlKEB9_i2Az450V3s5MyTAts/edit


● CJK reindexing seems to be going well after initial issues. NZ goes on 8/25, after which

ExL tells us “combined search” issues should be resolved

Acquisitions/E-Resources

Discussion of takeaways from eCAUG conference. Sharing information on Apabi, CNKI and

ARTSTOR statuses. Discussion of assigning the group’s work plan items a “minder” or lead to

keep track of progress.

Other SILS Project Teams or Groups

Ethical & Inclusive Metadata Practices Team

● A subgroup has gathered a long list of resources & training material related to DEIA

metadata. The large group is reviewing and discussing the lists which are currently

separated by topic. The Confluence platform is not an ideal place for this to live because

tagging functionality is at the page level only, and we want to assign tags at the resource

level.

SCP Operations Updates (Shi and Becky)
● On Gov. Doc. between MARCIVE and CZ collections:

○ I have heard back from 9 campuses: UCD, UCI, UCLA, UCM, UCR, UCSB,
UCSC, UCSD, and UCSF, preferring to keep MARCIVE and deactivate CZ
collection (UCSF doesn’t have MARCIVE, will go with the group decision).

○ I have not heard back from UCB
● ISSN Portal Tier 1: Update from CDL: CDL is investigating the possibility of a

systemwide agreement and is in the process of requesting a proposal. CDL will work
with SCLG for approvals and decisions, and additional input from SCP-AC is always
welcome.

● Gobi analysis is complete. We are missing titles from collections. SCP is following up on
this and the delay in getting some records. Gobi has a resource, Gobitween, for running
comparison statistics and title-level reports.

Other
● Kevin: Slightly off topic, but the UC CONSER Funnel is without a UCB rep since Stella

Tang retired. Does UCB have a replacement?

https://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/conser/participants/


● UCLA: Heard from ISSN through EbscoNet that they cannot reduce number of seats,
due to number of IP ranges. Ebsco is following up. Unsure what this actually means

Action
Confirm if your campus needs SCP to continue the list of systems liaisons

(SCPSYS-L@LISTSERV.UCOP.EDU)

mailto:SCPSYS-L@LISTSERV.UCOP.EDU

